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PENETRATION TESTING SERVICES

Opposition Security penetration testing services evaluate your security program 
in depth to find vulnerabilities and the ways attackers could exploit them. We use 
the same tools, methodology and techniques a real malicious attacker would use 
to identify and exploit vulnerabilities. We do this in a way to not cause harm to 
any of your systems. We provide a comprehensive report so identified security 
holes can be addressed before a malicious attacker finds them.
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OUR SERVICES
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Our external assessment is a comprehensive effort focused at 
identifying and exploiting weaknesses with the intent to gain access to 
the environment. Tests are performed remote to simulate an external 
attack, targeting Internet facing hosts and services

Our internal assessment is a comprehensive effort to focus on 
exploiting weaknesses with the intent of gaining access to assets 
within your private network. The internal assessment simulates an 
internal bad actor and a compromised network for exploitation.

Social 
Engineering 
Assessment

Our social engineering assessment aims to validate your user security 
awareness and incident response. The assessment is specifically 
tailored to your needs and focuses on carefully crafted emails 
designed to compromise employees and endpoints.

Open 
Source 

Intelligence 
Assessment

Our open source intelligence assessment is a thorough search of 
publicly available information and information security breaches to 
confirm the risk exposure of your employees.

Many penetration testing companies will simply run a vulnerability scan of your network and 
call it penetration testing. We go beyond just scanning and offer an attacker’s perspective to 
identify information security risks to your business. We employ our methodology and assess 
your environment thoroughly so you can improve your information security program 
holistically.
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